Urban Geographies of
Multiculturalism
the city of propinquity

Defining multiculturalism or ‘the multicultural society’ has been
the object of recent debate. Sociologists, anthropologists and
cultural geographers insist that the multicultural society is
a defacto product of our times. Multinational migration is the
primary reason for the growth of major cities in the industrialized world, 1 yet the unstoppable forces of globalization
amalgamate and homogenize the urban landscape, creating one ‘global
culture’, engulfing everything into a unified, non-descriptive pattern. How
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is that urban societies can be ‘multicultural’ and ‘globalized’ all at the same
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time? The very essence of the definition of multiculturalism might provide
answers to this conundrum.
According to Wieviorka (2012) Multiculturalism [is] “A Concept to be
Redefined and Certainly Not Replaced by the Extremely Vague Term of
Interculturalism.” 2 Following Colin Rowe’s formal logic in which fragmentation, and collision, of diverse ideas are imposed by successive generations, each with its own idea of the city, it seems the very essence of
‘multiculturalism’ today, is a hybrid. Cultural values are superimposed on
each other leading to new concepts as evidenced by cultural twists like
the Korean Taco in Los Angeles or Japanese-Brazilian Post funk music
from São Paulo. 3 While the Kebab stand in Berlin’s Kreuzberg or the
Spanish signs in Miami’s Little Havana have become mainstream manifestations of the urban spectacle, they are in essence nothing more than
collaged/pasted-in spatial manifestations of culture, integral to the landscape of the contemporary city.
Yet, a definition of multiculturalism catering to the pure visual spectacle
bypasses the very cause of the multicultural society: the hardship of the
migratory process itself, and the need of establishing a spatial empathy
and a sense of community. A “multiculturalism [that] is characterized as a
feel-good celebration of ethnocultural diversity, encouraging citizens to
acknowledge and embrace the panoply of customs, traditions, music, and
cuisine that exist in a multiethnic society”4 is a misleading model of what
‘multicultural’ means, rejected by a number of scholars. 5
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There are specific programs and uses of urban private and public space
that respond directly to the concept of multiculturalism. The illegal
sweatshop basements in New York’s Canal Street or in the outskirts of
Barcelona and the multiple occupants’ time-shared dwelling of minuscule
apartments at Corralas in Madrid’s Lavapiés district, 6 are manifestations of what I have called ethnospace. Ethnospace is characterized by
transnational dynamics and fluid occupancy with the capacity for rapid
change to the urban landscape. The occupation and appropriation of
urban residual sub-spaces, and the over-density created by time-shared
spaces of dwelling and over-crowded housing are hidden characteristics
of Ethnospace.
Furthermore, virtual connections of both financial, social and human capital are part of the ethnic configuration of the city, which impact both physical and abstract landscapes. Multinational urban migration transforms
entire sections of the city into ‘ethnic enclaves’ hosting new arrivals. Such
enclaves translate into extrapolated patches of these flows’ geographies
of origin, producing a new urban polynational metropolis. The results of
this extra-national presence in the city generates transnational connections in financial, media and political terms, which simultaneously reverse
the flow back to the point of origin. These flows operate as a continuum:
Biopower (Negri) form the input, while Immaterial Labour (Lazzaratto) configures the output. Together they constitute the Ethnoflow.” 7
Consequently, an ethnic occupation of urban spaces is dictated not only
by ethnographic values, but also by cultural practices that have a direct
impact on urban space. 8 Aesthetic pollution and retail programming
(i.e. satellite dishes allowing access to international media as a medium
to connect to cultural origins, or the proliferation of money transfer and
long-distance calling/phone outlets at the street level) emphasize ethnoflow, while mixed programming such as the micro-Mosque in the back of
the Halal butchery, or the daytime showroom turned nighttime sweatshop
emphasize ethnospace.
Notwithstanding, the definition of multiculturalism remains unclear and
undefined in spatial terms. Perhaps the clue to untangle this definition
can be provided by the concept of propinquity—or spatial empathy 9 —to
define the kaleidoscopic cultural values that make up urban space. The
more in common inhabitants have with their urban surroundings, the
more propinquity there is between built space and its inhabitants. Spatial
propinquity derivatives from the idea of erthäunis, or the relationship
between objects and people. Globalization is the conducting medium for
the urban phenomena of ethnic/multinational occupation of urban space.
Following the Roland Barthes’ sequence from the myth—as described in
Mythologies—we could say that globalization becomes the signifier, while
urban ethnicity becomes the signified.10
Multinational migration persists in urban history. The ethnic enclave dates
back almost to the origins of urbanity itself. Jewish Ghettos became a
norm in 15th Century Europe, and Mellahs in Moroccan cities were pockets of disambiguation within Northern African Arab societies. What is
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different today is that globalization operates at a much faster pace, providing instant spectacles and cross-cultural programming, and pop-up
spatial territories of tension and harmony. Talking about urban geographies of multiculturalism opens a dialogue and a means of analysis into
the ethnic occupation of the city, based on cultural, economical, and political values. What we have called the multicultural city or the polynational
metropolis, the city of spatial values culturally transformed by multinational migration, is now the city of propinquity. ♦
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